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Meeting after 50 Years 

Special Assembly by The class of 1968

Excitement at its peak



Report  
The class of 1968 reunion
23rd - 25th Feb 18

There is a fountain of youth: it is your mind, your talent, the 

creativity you bring to your life and the lives of people you love. 

When you learn to tap this source, you will truly have defeated age. 

When the students first heard of the Golden Jubilee Batch coming 

to the school, they didn't know what to expect. SKVians meeting 

SKVites for the first time, sure would be a sight to see! Little did 

they know that they were in for a surprise. 

And so, the school graciously welcomed Kanak (Gupta) Khanna, 

Neeharika (Awasthy) Naidu, Bishakha (Sen) Ghosh, Jyotsna 

(Pandit) Brar, Vijaya Jammalamdaka, Ranjana (Gupta) Adukia, 

Surjit (Atwal) Saraf, Mridula (Anand) Tandon, Surinder (Perhar) 

Bains, Shubha (Parab) Bhonsle, Sandhya (Katdare) Paranjpe, 

Jaspal (Gill) Sarbans, Sucheta (Gupta) Vaish, who came back to 

visit where it all began.

After a grand welcome and the high tea, some of our students took 

them around the school. To their utter delight the school hasn't 

changed much. And to the horror of the teacher in-charges the old 

girls filled the students in with their mischiefs. Like hopping out of 

the windows of the classrooms and throwing chalks at the teachers. 

They even made our girls realize how lucky they are to have a 

consistent faculty. The tour was followed by lunch and then they 

had a press conference which was later published in the 

newspapers. 

This was followed by a cultural program in the evening. There was nostalgia in the air by the end of the 

performances and the alumni were close to tears when Mrs. Jyotsana Brar gave her vote of thanks. 

Everybody left the dinner which was hosted by the alumni for the school faculty.

Every new day gets accompanied by a new experience and so was the second day for our students as it 

was the day of special assembly to be hosted by the alumni. The assembly started with a shlok sung by 

them and was followed by all of their introductions. They shared how SKV had made them what they are 

today and how the decision of coming to this school, built the path for them to form their identities in this 

big world. “Even the dry leaves dance when the storm arrives, SKV to us, is the storm.” this is how Mrs. 

Jyotsana Brar described this great institution. Mrs. Niharika Naidu made the whole assembly memorable 

by singing 'Dama dam mast qalandar'. They ended it by making the whole school sing 'Vande Matram'. 
thStudents of class 12  got a chance to interact with them personally. 

The Golden Girls were then taken for tree plantation to Devalaya. But it all didn't stop there, they were yet 

to be introduced to 'Sankalp', the project which adds to one of the pillars that our institute stands on. 

Sankalp was well appreciated by all of them. The later part of the plan included a tour to the Jai Vilas 

Palace and the light and sound show at the Scindia Fort followed by dinner at the Principal's residence. 

When the time to bid goodbye arrived they all knew that the gates of this institute will always be wide 

open for them. After all, you might leave SKV but SKV never leaves you.



The girls had to fill hot water by buckets from a 
boiler outside that Ramdas Baba would burn 
early morning.

The bed spreads had the school emblem on 
them.
Nishat Kothi (present Vasundhara Jr) which 
was a hostel had an underground Box room to 
store trunks & luggage of the students.

There was a radio in Nishat Kothi which the 
students were allowed to listen on Sundays 
only.

A shivling was unearthed under a tree during 
their time, which now is our school temple.

A Hanuman Ji idol was later put beside the 
Shivling, which was covered with orange 
colour, 
Mrs. Jyotsna Brar along with her friend put the 
orange colour on her forehead thinking that 
would make her look very holy, a Bai Ji looked 
at her and got all furious saying “why did she 
touch the Hanuman Ji idol he is a 
Brahamachari”.
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Kaam Dev and Rating played by Vibha .  Annual Function '68

Teachers play on teacher's day

Fancy dress, inter school competition.  Mridula - 
witch on right - got first prize for frightening everyone.  

Skeleton on Lt is An old Parab ( shubha' s brother)

Jamila Sadiq didi... Legendary English 
teacher at SKV and founder Principal 
of Mayo girls

Teachers play on teacher's day

witch on right - got first prize for frightening everyone.  



Basant Panchami '68 
Saraswati pooja , 
The whole thing including 
making the idol had students participation

March past Jotsa Barar Leading the House March past Jotsa Barar Leading the House 

March past Kamla house,  Neeharika leading

The Science Group - standing - Teachers : 
Miss Bhattacharya (bio)  Adarsh Senger Didi ( Chen)  
Kamlesh Hajela Didi (physics)
Sitting L to Rt -Vijaya,Sandhya,Mridula,KanakShubha

Kanak and Neeharika in an annual function Hindi play

Someone's moustache came off in this play.
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Few words from the batch of 1968:

· Dear Nishi, 
I have no words to express the warmth of 
your welcome and the enormous planning that 
you have put in. It will live in our memories 
and hearts forever. A very special thanks to 
Naina, Mayank, Ottima, Sushma, the teachers 
and students who stayed with us these 2 
days. Please keep in touch and lots of love. 
                                                                         

– Bishakha (Sen) Ghosh
· Hi girls, 
Thanks to the get together. I was able to relive 
our wonderful companionship and the magic 
of our old days in SKV. It would be lovely to 
keep in touch. Out of the sight perhaps but 
never out of mind.
                                                     

 – Sucheta (Gupta) Vaish
· The joyousness carries over……. A 
happiness of the heart. Thank you again as 
we wear our jackets and reminisce over the 
last few days.

                                                                     
– Mridula (Anand) Tandon
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